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VIRTUAL OFFERING: Operating in Stressful Environments. From SEAL training to actual combat, Rob shares how he and his team had to remain calm and take everything day by day, task by task, even in the most stressful of environments. He explains how continuing to do the difficult achieves long-term goals and how little victories add up to the mantra of “Never Quit.” Audiences will walk away with the understanding that bravery isn’t the absence of fear, it is the recognition and decision to push forward anyway.

Never Quit: The Story Of A Life Built On Successful Missions. Robert O'Neill served America as a Navy SEAL, team leader, and senior chief petty officer with the Naval Special Development Group (SEAL Team Six) during several of the most challenging, storied, and clandestine military operations of our time. With this speech, O’Neill shares what he learned during his more than 400 combat missions across four theaters of war. Through his moving and emotional stories, Robert brings to life lessons learned during some of the country’s most headline-stealing conflicts. O’Neill explains to audiences how the best of the military’s best approach strategic planning when mission failure is not an option. Audiences come to appreciate the people who are asked to do the hardest jobs—the warriors, husbands and wives, and family men and women—who they know exist but have never met, and who are focused solely on making their missions successful. Join one of the legends of our nation’s military as he shares his views on the ingredients to a successful mission: The right people, preparedness, decision making under pressure, and, above all, a commitment to never quit.